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Lead-zinc mineral deposits in the general'area are known t o  occur in  se r ic i t e  

schist near the contact with b a n i t i c  intrusions o f  Cretaceous age. 

Gold has been found in quartz veins with associated copper- and or  nickel- 

bearing sulphides i n  the gabbroic rocks of the area. 
' 

The primary objectives 

assess : 

the gold potential 

*of the metal geochemical s o i l  sampling programme were t o  

of the area under investigation using copper and nickel 

as the indicator metals 

the lead-zinc potential of the area and define the general location. of any 

lead- zinc mineral occurrences , 



Interpretation of the geochemical data is necessarily restricted to sone extent 

because arrangements were not made for the undersigned to visit the property. 

Discussions with Mr. Ross D. ~awrence of Watts, Griffis and McOuat Limited 

and Mr. John R. Needham of J. R. Needham and Associated, however, have permitted 

a fuller interpretation of the geochemical data in relation to geology and 

mineralization. . 

Analyses of the soil samples were undertaken in the Toronto geochemical laboratory 

of Barringa Research Limited. . 



GEOO~IIGU RESULTS 

Geochemical maps showing the location of the sample s i t es ,  analytical results  

for  Cu, N i ,  Pb and and ' the resulting . isochemical contours accompany th i s  report. 

The following concentration groups for Cu, Pb and Zn have been selected a f t e r  

careful inspection of the data combined wiih s t a t  is t ica l  evaluation. 

METAL BACKGROUND RAKE - . . THRESHOLD RANGE ANQWUS M T G E  
6 

Cu 0-36 37-50 +SO 

Nickel shows a .wide range in values in certain parts of the property because of 

the wide range in rock types from quartzi t ic  schists t o  ultrabasic rocks. Con- 

tours for  N i  a t  50 pprn and 100 ppm have been selected as these groupings permit 

a good assessment of the general distribution of nickel and its signiEicance 

with respect to  geology and possible nickel sulphide mineralization. 



DISCUSSION OF 'GEOCHEMICAL 'DATA ' .  . 

Nickel 

Nickel shows higher vaiues i n  the so i l s  overlying basic and ultrabasic rocks 

compared to  i ts content in so i l s  overlying limestone and se r ic i t e  schists.  As 

a result,  the nickel distribution is essentially geological and individual for- 

mations can be traced across the property. The nickel knoaalies which may' be 

of interest in terns of mineralization a r e  not associated with the more basic 

rocks of the area and are as follows : 

N i - C u  (1) Fair group - host rock Serici te  schist  

N i - C u  (2) Fair group' - host rock Andesite 

Ni-Cu (3) Fair group - host rock Quartz d ior i te  

These nickel anomalies, however, may ref lec t  more basic phases within these 

relatively acid rocks. A more detailed geological assessment is recommended in 

order to deternine the significancenof these nickel anomalies. 
- 

Copper 

In the Joe Claim group, akmalous copper is relatively widespread in the east  

and does not define the geological formations in the same way as nickel or zinc 

(see below). Copper parallels the nickel distribution, however, to  a large. 

extent. This is noted particularly in the Fair group except along the southern 

section of th i s  claim group. , 

The more general distribution o f  anomalous copper values compared to  h'ickel a t  

least in Joe group suggest that copper is not particularly associated w i r h  the . a 



basic rocks but may also occur in the schists.  However, the higher values in 
I 

the se r ic i t e  schist may indicate the occurrence of copper sulpkides, 

The copper anomalies which are worthy of a more detailed geological assessment 

are as follows: 

Ni-Cu (1) Fair group - See N i  anomalies above , 

N i - C u  (2) Fair group - See N i  anomalies above 

N i - C u  (3) . Fair group - host rock Quartz d ior i te  

The N i - C u  3 is interesting from the proximity to  the granite contact. Again a 

more detailed geological assessment of the outcrop and float in this area w i l l  

define more precisely the . significance . of th i s  anomaly: 

Lead and Zinc 

Lead is only anomalous i n  one area near the eastern edge of the Joe group and 

referred to as Pb-Zn 1. This lead anomaly i; most significant in view of the 

known occurrence of galena in se r ic i t e  schist just outside the property boundary. 

This lead anomaly is associated with anomalous zinc values.' These anomalous 

Pb-Zn values occur near or  within the se r ic i t e  schist formation and hence are 

a top priori ty for  more detailed investigations. 

Zinc is somewhat e r ra t i c  but in the Joe group, in general terms, zinc values 

appear t o  be relatively low in certain phases of the basic rocks compared to  its 

content the se r ic i t e  schist.  In the Fair group zinc is generally within . . 

background range throughout and,'in view of the fac t  that the Fair group is 

underlain by a similar, sequence of rock formations t o  that in the Joe group, the 
. . 



relatively high zinc values i n '  the l a t t e r  claim group become more significant 
. &  . . . . 

in terms of zinc mineralization. 

The area of se r ic i t e  schist  a t  the eastern side of Joe group is recommended 

on both the geological and geochemical findings as  the top priori ty for  more 

detailed investigations. . 

One general feature which is worthy of note is the sharp change in  Cu and Zn 

values particularly, but also Ni, near the middle of Joe group. This sharp . 

change has a northerly trend. Values for  Cu, Zn and N i  show l i t t l e  variation 

in the western section of the group compared to  the eastern section. As 
. , 

discussed above the geochemical data permits some geological interpretation. 

The lack of definition of geology in the western section suggests that  either: 

1) the sharp & a g e  in metal values near the middle of the group defines a 

faul t  and the rock underlying the western section of the claim group is very 
6 

unifom in  character or  2) there is a change in so i l  type in  which the 

material sampled may be essentially transported or from a horizon which is not 

providing the true residual indication of the underlying geology. 



CONCLUSIONS A\! RECONYENDATIONS 

The lead-zinc. distribution has outlined an anomalous area, Pb-Zn 1, within the , 

sericite schist belt in the Joe' claim group. This anomalous area is considered 

to be most favourable in tehs of possible .lead-zinc sulphide mineralization. 

Anomalous copper-nickel areas, Cu-Ni 1, 2, 3, possibly reflect geological changes 

rather than zones of copper-nickel mineralization. Nevertheless these anomalies 

require a more detailed examination in order to determine their'true 

significance. 

It is recommended that Pb-Zn anomaly 1 should be investigated in more detail by 

geochemical as well as the proposed geological (R. Lawrence) and geophysical , 
(J. R. Needham) methods. 

In the geochemical approach it is recommended that soil profile samples should' 

be collected in order to outline more preceisely the source area of the lead and 

zinc. As the soil profile in this immediate area has not been established 

a preliminary examination of the distribution of lead and zinc in the soil 

profile should be undertaken. It is recommended, therefore, that 'B ' and 'C ' 
* 

soil horizon samples should be collected along the two most easterly lines in 

the Joe group between SOON and 2500N at' 100 feet sample intervals. Analysis 

can be undertaken on these samples while the more detailed'geological and 

geophysical investigations are being undertaken in the area. The results of 



the additional geochemical data,will determine the extent to which "C' soil 

horizon sampling should be undertaken. 
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